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Moralized attitudes are the attitudes that people construe as matters of right and wrong. 
In this study, we examine how moralized attitudes relate to how people evaluate 
themselves using the Attitudes, Identities, and Individual Differences (AIID) dataset—a 
survey of over 200,000 individuals asked to report their attitudes in one of 95 domains. In 
pre-registered analyses that were based on exploratory analyses of a subset of the data, 
we found that the specific attitudes that people moralize differ greatly from individual to 
individual and that moralized attitudes are more central to one’s identity than 
non-moralized attitudes. We also examined whether mental conflict between 
identity-central attitudes and gut feelings about the corresponding attitude objects would 
be related to lower self-esteem, finding mixed and weak evidence supporting that claim. 
Together, our findings indicate that the attitudes that people moralize are tremendously 
diverse and are reliably connected to a sense of self. At the same time, peoples’ 
self-esteem may be resilient to specific instances in which their gut feelings fall short of 
the attitudes that are central to their identity. 

The attitudes that people moralize structure how they 
perceive and evaluate others (Skitka, 2010). Although peo-
ple are willing to put up with disagreement about things 
that they see as matters of personal preference (e.g., atti-
tudes toward broccoli), they are less tolerant of those who 
disagree with them about things that they see as matters of 
right and wrong (e.g., attitudes toward abortion). 

In the current paper, we test the novel claim that moral-
ized attitudes also structure how people perceive and evalu-
ate themselves. We ground this claim in three existing areas 
of research. First, research on social perception has shown 
that perceptions of moral traits and characteristics domi-
nate perceivers’ evaluations of targets. (Fiske et al., 2007; 
Goodwin et al., 2014). Second, evidence dating back at least 
as far as Aronson’s revised interpretation of Cognitive Dis-
sonance Theory (1969) indicates that people are motivated 
to view themselves as moral and that morality is an impor-
tant part of the self. Finally, Skitka and colleagues’ (2010; 
2005) work on moral conviction reveals that what consti-
tutes “morality” varies across perceivers and has a power-
ful impact on social perceptions above and beyond the im-
pact of other types of attitude strength. Integrating these 
lines of work, we propose that individuals’ moralized atti-
tudes comprise an important component of the self-concept 
that informs self-evaluation. Moralized attitudes may mat-
ter more for identity than non-moralized attitudes because 

they define whether people—including the self—are good or 
bad. 

To test these possibilities, we first tested whether mor-
alized attitudes are more central to individuals’ identities 
than non-moral attitudes. Second, we tested whether iden-
tity-central attitudes may provide a rubric for self-evalua-
tion. When participants’ spontaneous feelings about a tar-
get contradicted what they believed their “real” attitude to 
be, we expected them to report lower self-esteem to the ex-
tent that their attitude was central to their identity. In sum, 
we tested the plausibility of a model in which moralized at-
titudes help define individuals’ identities, and these identi-
ties in turn define the standards they use to evaluate them-
selves. 

Morality, the Self, and the Motive to be Moral 

People perceive and evaluate others based primarily on 
their moral traits and characteristics. In social perception, 
morality consistently outweighs competence (Fiske et al., 
2007; Wojciszke, 1994, 2005; Wojciszke et al., 1998) and 
sometimes even interpersonal warmth (Landy et al., 2016). 
We expect morality to play a similarly dominant role in per-
ception and evaluation of one’s self. Consistent with this 
idea, a robust body of evidence indicates that people are 
motivated to perceive themselves as moral (Jordan et al., 
2011; Klein & Epley, 2016; Merritt et al., 2010; Prentice et 
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al., 2019; Stanley et al., 2017; Tenbrunsel et al., 2010), sug-
gesting that morality is a valued component of the self and 
an impactful component of identity (Aquino & Reed, 2002; 
McFerran et al., 2010; Reed & Aquino, 2003; Winterich et 
al., 2009; Wojciszke et al., 2011). 

On the one hand, people exaggerate their own morality. 
They overestimate or over-report the morality of their past 
behavior and make similarly sunny and inaccurate predic-
tions for their future behavior (Tenbrunsel et al., 2010). 
People also tend to claim that they are more moral than 
others—specifically, that they themselves are less likely to 
engage in immoral behaviors than others are (Klein & Ep-
ley, 2016). When people do acknowledge moral transgres-
sions, they do not think those transgression were as bad as 
those committed by others (Stanley et al., 2017). 

On the other hand, people feel threatened when their 
moral self-image is undermined. For example, the cognitive 
dissonance that people experience following counter-atti-
tudinal advocacy has been partly attributed to the negative 
identity implications of having lied to a stranger for little 
external incentive (Aronson, 1969). People feel dissatisfied 
with recent life events to the extent that those events made 
them feel immoral, suggesting a close link between one’s 
moral self-image and subjective well-being (Prentice et al., 
2019). Threats to one’s moral self-image can also drive 
moral action; studies have demonstrated that recalling past 
immoral behaviors can motivate people to behave more 
morally (Jordan et al., 2011). 

In sum, although defensive biases in self-perception may 
often help individuals ignore or minimize their moral short-
comings, they are motivated to restore their moral self-
images when these defenses are overcome. This motivated 
defense and pursuit of moral self-perceptions implies that 
morality plays a similar role in how people evaluate them-
selves as it does in how they evaluate others. 

Individual Differences in Definitions of Morality 

People differ in how they define “morality.” Some cherish 
and protect tradition as a matter of principle. Others view 
many traditions as outdated or oppressive. Some value art 
and creative works as defining features of humanity. Others 
regard such activities as a waste of time and resources. 
Values of fundamental importance to some people’s moral 
judgments can be irrelevant or even repugnant to others 
(Haidt, 2012; Janoff-Bulman et al., 2008; Schwartz & Bilsky, 
1987). The moral yardstick by which people measure them-
selves and others therefore depends critically on their per-
sonal moral beliefs and values. These individual differences 
in what people choose to moralize have received consid-
erable attention in research on political attitudes, where 
divergent moral beliefs and values abound. For example, 
some people view capital punishment as morally right and 
necessary, whereas others view it as morally wrong. Others 
do not view their support or opposition for the death 
penalty in moral terms. They may support the death penalty 
because they believe it deters crime or oppose it because ex-
pensive appeals processes drain public resources. 

Work on moral conviction suggests a direct link between 
attitude moralization and perceptions of others. People 
who moralize their opinions on specific issues are uniquely 

intolerant of those who disagree with them about those is-
sues (see Skitka, 2010 for review). They also express less 
willingness to work with or befriend moral dissenters 
(Skitka et al., 2005) and more willingness to openly dis-
criminate against moral dissenters compared to those who 
disagree with them in non-moral domains (Wright et al., 
2008). These effects of moral conviction persist even after 
controlling for other indices of attitude strength, such as 
importance, extremity, and certainty (Skitka, 2010). 

This research demonstrates the value of an idiographic 
(i.e., participant-specific) approach to moral psychol-
ogy—examining how individuals define morality for them-
selves reveals the powerful role that idiosyncratic values 
have in how they perceive others. Similarly, idiosyncrati-
cally moralized attitudes may influence individuals’ percep-
tions of themselves. People are motivated to establish and 
maintain a moral self-image (Jordan et al., 2011), but the 
characteristics of a “good person” may differ from individ-
ual to individual. 

The Current Study: Moralized Attitudes and Self-
Evaluation 

We examined whether the idiosyncratic attitudes that 
individuals moralize may inform their self-evaluations in 
the same way that broader, agreed-upon moral imperatives 
seem to color individuals’ evaluations of both others and 
themselves. 

Most people agree that murder is wrong and would think 
less of themselves if they had killed someone. Indeed, neg-
ative attitudes toward murder might be so strong and in-
tensely moralized that even feeling inclined toward murder 
(in general or at a specific moment) might lead people to 
evaluate themselves more negatively. We hypothesized that 
any attitude imbued with moral significance could become 
a moral mandate with implications for self-evaluation. For 
example, people who dislike McDonald’s because they pre-
fer healthier foods may experience some momentary dis-
comfort when they crave a Big Mac. Other people, who view 
their dislike of McDonald’s as a reflection of their core 
moral values (e.g., vegetarians), might experience these 
cravings as a more serious threat to their identity. The in-
consistency between their moralized attitude and sponta-
neous affective reactions could threaten their moral self-
image and have consequences for their self-esteem. 

These inconsistencies are not rare. Ex-smokers or ex-
drinkers may crave cigarettes or alcohol despite years of ab-
stinence. People deeply invested in their career success may 
feel an aversion to late afternoon or early morning work. 
A happily married person may feel sexually attracted to a 
stranger. And as any scholar of racism could attest, com-
mitted egalitarians can experience twinges of anxiety or 
aversion that connote racial prejudice (Gaertner & Dovidio, 
1986). These spontaneous affective reactions may not es-
cape individuals’ notice, but they are outside of their imme-
diate control. As a result, they can often conflict with the 
attitudes that individuals consciously espouse, even when 
those attitudes are of serious moral significance and central 
to individuals’ identities (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2007; 
Ranganath et al., 2008). 
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We predicted that these attitude-inconsistent feelings 
should be troubling in moralized attitude domains, to the 
extent that moralized attitude domains are relatively cen-
tral to individuals’ self-definition. For example, a vegetar-
ian who loves the taste of bacon may suffer more negative 
self-evaluations to the extent that they moralize and iden-
tify with anti-meat attitudes. In sum, we theorize that in-
dividuals’ moralized attitudes will inform their self-evalua-
tions because these attitudes define the kind of person an 
individual wants to be. 

This theory is part of a larger body of research on which 
attitudes matter more than others—and how they matter. 
Attitude strength is the extent to which attitudes are stable 
over time, resist change, and impact behavior (Krosnick & 
Petty, 1995), but attitudes can meet these criteria in a num-
ber of ways. For example, attitude strength can reflect when 
people feel relatively certain about their attitudes, when 
they report their attitudes to be “important” to them, or 
when their attitudes are extreme (i.e., distant from neutral-
ity). These multiple types of attitude strength (or “strength-
related attitude attributes”) are neither theoretically nor 
empirically reduceable to a single dimension of attitude 
strength (Visser et al., 2006). Attitude moralization—the 
extent to which someone perceives their attitude as a mat-
ter of right and wrong rather than personal preference—is 
one type of attitude strength. So too is attitude identity 
centrality—the extent to which someone perceives their at-
titude as part of who they are. Our theory concerns attitude 
moralization and identity centrality per se, distinct from 
other types of attitude strength. 

We predicted that moralized attitudes would be uniquely 
central to individuals’ identities, above and beyond how 
certain, important, or extreme they were. We also predicted 
that when spontaneous affective reactions and self-re-
ported attitudes were inconsistent, people would report 
lower self-esteem to the extent that attitudes were central 
to their identity—again, above and beyond how certain, im-
portant, or extreme their attitudes were. Certain, impor-
tant, and extreme attitudes may be central to individuals’ 
identities, and individuals may feel uncomfortable when 
their spontaneous affective reactions contradict them, but 
our analyses distinguish moralization and identity central-
ity from these other types of attitude strength. 

Overview and Hypotheses 

We argue that individuals’ beliefs about right and wrong 
define the identities that they wish to embody and the peo-
ple that they want to be. We test these ideas using the At-
titudes, Identities, and Individual Differences (AIID; Eber-
sole et al., 2019) dataset, an online study of over 200,000 
individuals’ reactions to attitude targets from 95 pairs that 
include social groups, political issues, individuals, objects, 
and abstract ideas (collected during 2004-2007; Summary 
of dataset available at: https://osf.io/pcjwf/). Because of the 
diverse attitude targets presented (each participant was 
randomly assigned to complete a survey on just one pair of 
95 possible pairs), this dataset presents a unique opportu-
nity to examine both aggregate-level characteristics of atti-
tude domains and individual-level reactions to attitude tar-
gets. 

We test two hypotheses with the current study: 

To test these hypotheses, we first conducted a series of 
exploratory analyses using a subset of the data (about 15% 
of the full dataset) that its curators had made publicly avail-
able for scholars to conduct preliminary analyses and form 
hypotheses. These exploratory analyses were reported in 
the Stage 1 submission for this registered report 
(https://doi.org/10.17605/osf.io/zry5b) and are included in 
the online supplemental materials for readers’ reference 
(https://osf.io/6ckns/). They yielded strong support for the 
Morality-Identity hypothesis and weak and inconsistent 
support for the Identity Rubric hypothesis, but they lacked 
adequate power to test the latter. 

We next conducted a pre-registered study to validate the 
measures employed in the AIID, some of which were de-
signed for purposes different than our own. 

We then repeated our exploratory analyses using the full 
AIID dataset, including both the exploratory subset of the 
data and the 85% of cases reserved for confirmatory tests. 
In addition to testing the Morality-Identity and Identity 
Rubric hypotheses, we conducted a descriptive analysis of 
which types of attitudes people tend to moralize or regard as 
central to their identities. Much existing work on the psy-
chology of morality has taken a nomothetic (i.e., “objec-
tive,” experimenter-driven) approach to morality, assuming 

1. Moralized attitudes must be relatively central to 
identity (Morality-Identity hypothesis). We pre-
dicted that moralized attitudes would comprise a cen-
tral component of individuals’ self-concepts. These 
attitudes would be part and parcel of how people see 
themselves—more so than non-moralized attitudes. 
We tested this hypothesis by predicting multiple mea-
sures of attitudes’ identity centrality from the extent 
to which participants reported their attitudes to be 
connected to their personal values. When partici-
pants claimed their attitude was value-relevant, we 
expected them to identify relatively closely with that 
attitude and to identify with the target of that atti-
tude. We predicted the effects of value relevance on 
identity centrality should hold above and beyond the 
effects of attitude importance, certainty, or extremity. 

2. Identities must provide a rubric for self-evalua-
tion (Identity Rubric hypothesis). We predicted 
that people would feel worse about themselves when 
their spontaneous affective reactions are inconsistent 
with identity-central attitudes. We tested this hy-
pothesis by predicting participants’ self-esteem from 
their gut feelings toward specific attitude objects, 
their attitudes’ identity centrality, and the interaction 
between these variables. We focus on “gut feelings” 
about attitude stimuli because these relatively un-
controllable feelings may be a common type of at-
titude-inconsistent reaction. We include the interac-
tion term because it allows us to quantify the extent 
to which participants report negative gut feelings 
specifically about identity-central attitude objects (or 
positive gut feelings about attitude objects they find 
inconsistent with their identity). We also expected 
these effects to hold above and beyond attitude im-
portance, certainty, and extremity. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of hypotheses. 

that certain patterns of thought or behavior (e.g., generos-
ity) are consistently moralized across individuals (see Gra-
ham et al., 2012). If certain types of attitudes (e.g., toward 
abortion) are consistently moralized across individuals, 
then researchers can reliably use stimuli from these atti-
tude domains to study the psychology of morality. If people 
vary widely in what they moralize (e.g., if many people do 
not actually moralize presumptively moral issues like abor-
tion), then researchers may need to use a diverse set of at-
titudes to effectively model moral judgment. The more dif-
ficult it is to identify attitude domains that are consistently 
moralized across individuals, the more important it will be 
to employ an idiographic (i.e., subjective, participant-dri-
ven) rather than a nomothetic definition of morality in our 
analyses. 

Because the AIID dataset is correlational, it cannot pro-
vide a definitive test of our larger causal theory (depicted 
in Figure 1). However, we can use the AIID data to subject 
the component paths of the theory to pre-registered tests. 
Evidence inconsistent with either the Morality-Identity hy-
pothesis or the Identity Rubric hypothesis would require a 
fundamental revision to the theory. 

In sum, the current paper reports (1) a novel study to 
validate measures employed in the AIID, (2) key descriptive 
statistics from the full AIID dataset, and (3) confirmatory 
results from the hypothesis tests we conducted using the 
full AIID dataset. Preliminary exploratory tests of the 
Morality-Identity hypothesis and the Identity Rubric hy-
pothesis using the exploratory subset of the AIID data are 
presented in the online supplemental materials. 

Transparent and Open Practices Statement 

All data, analysis code, and research materials for this 
project are available on our project’s OSF page: 
https://osf.io/6ckns/, including supplemental analyses 

mentioned but not reported in detail in the main text of 
this manuscript. The OSF page also includes power analyses 
we used to determine our sample size. Data were analyzed 
using Stata 17 (StataCorp, 2021). All analyses except those 
explicitly marked as exploratory were pre-registered at 
https://doi.org/10.17605/osf.io/zry5. 

AIID Method 
AIID Data 

Our primary data came from the Attitudes, Identities, 
and Individual Differences (AIID) Study (see https://osf.io/
pcjwf/ for documentation; Ebersole et al., 2019). Partici-
pants (total N ≈ 200,000) were randomly assigned to answer 
questions about one of 95 attitude pairs (e.g., African Amer-
icans and European Americans, Burger King and McDon-
ald’s). These pairs were extremely diverse, offering a broad 
sample of the universe of targets toward which individuals 
might have attitudes, with some targets likely to be mor-
alized by many people (e.g., Jews), some moralized by very 
few (e.g., Burger King), and others less uniformly viewed 
as moral or non-moral (e.g., United States). This variability 
makes the AIID a prime dataset for our idiographic ap-
proach to assessing attitude moralization and facilitates the 
mixed-effects “stimulus sampling” models that we employ 
(Judd et al., 2012). 

The AIID used a planned missingness design, with some 
variables measured using different items across partici-
pants (e.g., moralization) and other variables sometimes 
not measured at all (e.g., self-esteem). We describe our 
strategies for dealing with missing data below. Table 1 sum-
marizes the number of participants who completed each of 
our measures.1 

AIID participants were a diverse set of online volunteers 
at the Project Implicit website. (63% women, 37% men; 72% 

Note that these Ns do not necessarily reflect the sample size in any given model or analysis. For clarity, we provide sample Ns for each 
model reported in the results section. 

1 
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Table 1. Number of Observed Cases per Measure 

Variable 
Exploratory Subset 

N 
Confirmatory Subset 

N 
Merged Dataset 

N 

Implicit Identification 7,640 38,405 46,045 

Self-Esteem 1,503 7,318 8,821 

Target A Target B Target A Target B Target A Target B 

Gut feelings 31,472 31,482 152,318 152,362 183,790 183,844 

Target Identity Centrality 13,550 13,554 65,005 64,992 78,555 78,546 

Moralized Attitude Composite 31,168 31,174 150,660 150,627 181,828 181,801 

Item 1-Negative judgments are wrong 7,709 7,705 37,863 37,870 45,572 45,575 

Item 2-Positive judgments are wrong 7,843 7,843 37,665 37,657 45,508 45,500 

Item 3-Negative judgments are acceptable 7,837 7,844 37,409 37,390 45,246 45,234 

Item 4-Positive judgments are acceptable 7,779 7,782 37,723 37,710 45,502 45,492 

Attitude Identity Centrality Composite 31,141 31,132 150,552 150,575 181,663 181,707 

Item 1-Rejecting is inconsistent w/ self 7,862 7,865 37,663 37,687 45,525 45,552 

Item 2-Accepting is inconsistent w/ self 7,814 7,814 37,356 37,360 45,170 45,174 

Item 3-Rejecting is important to self 7,695 7,698 37,869 37,885 45,564 45,583 

Item 4-Accepting is important to self 7,770 7,755 37,634 37,643 45,404 45,398 

White, 6% Black, 6% Hispanic, 7% Asian, 1% Native Ameri-
can, 8% other or multi-racial; Age ranged from 7 to 88 years, 
M = 30, SD = 11.90). The sample was more educated and 
liberal than the U.S. population at large. Of those who re-
ported their education (n = 269,951 total), 86% claimed at 
least some college education, and 56% of those who re-
ported their political identity (n = 264,907) identified as lib-
eral (compared to 26% for moderates and 18% for conserv-
atives). Participants reported countries of residence across 
6 continents, but the vast majority came from the United 
States (n = 214,445), Canada (n = 12,650), and the United 
Kingdom (n = 12,680). Data collection took place between 
2004 and 2007. 

The curators of the AIID dataset divided it into an ex-
ploratory dataset with 15% of AIID participants and a con-
firmatory dataset with the remaining 85%. Following our 
pre-registered analysis plan, the analyses we present below 
use a merged dataset that includes both subsets, but we 
reach the same conclusions when we rely on only the con-
firmatory subset of the data (see supplementary analyses: 
https://osf.io/6rq9h/). 

AIID Procedure 

Participants in the AIID first responded to a detailed bat-
tery of demographic questions to register themselves as 
Project Implicit users. Participants were then randomly as-
signed one of 95 pairs of attitude targets (see supplemental 
materials). 

Next, in random order, participants completed an Im-
plicit Association Test (IAT) and a self-report questionnaire 
focused on those attitude targets (Greenwald et al., 1998). 
The IAT was constructed either to assess implicit evalua-
tions—associations between the attitude targets and “good” 
vs. “bad”—or to assess implicit identification—associations 
between the attitude targets and “self” vs. “other.”2 During 
the questionnaire, participants responded to a partly ran-
dom3 subset of 27-29 items from a pool of 76 possible items 
about the attitude targets, which assessed participants’ ex-
plicit attitudes toward each target and several other at-
titude-related variables, such as attitude importance, cer-
tainty, and stability. Our key measures of moralized 
attitudes, identity centrality, and gut feelings were part of 
this questionnaire. 

Finally, participants were randomly assigned to complete 
1 of 20 individual difference measures. Rosenberg’s (1965) 
Self-Esteem Scale was one of these possibilities. 

AIID Measures 

Attitude targets within pairs: “A” and “B.” Each of the 
95 attitude pairs included in the AIID data consisted of 
two attitude targets (e.g., African Americans and European 
Americans, Burger King and McDonald’s). Targets included 
social groups (e.g., Muslims, Lawyers, Nerds), abstract ideas 
(e.g., Giving, Wisdom, Chaos), fixtures of popular culture 
(e.g., Julia Roberts, 50 Cent, Harry Potter), physical places 
(e.g., New York, Mountains), consumer products (e.g., 

In this article, we use “implicit” to refer to indirect measurement and use a theory-uncommitted conception of “association” (Greenwald 
et al., 2005; Greenwald & Lai, 2020). We do not make claims about the exact nature of the constructs measured by Implicit Association 
Tests. 

See https://osf.io/pcjwf/ for randomization details. 

2 

3 
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Pepsi), political groups and policies (e.g., Democrats, Gun 
Rights), and health-related behaviors (e.g., Exercising, 
Drinking). The full list of attitude pairs and targets is in-
cluded in our supplemental materials. Because of the wide 
range of attitude targets included in the dataset, we refer to 
the distinct targets within each pair as simply A and B. For 
each attitude pair, A and B were defined using average eval-
uative Implicit Association Test (IAT) scores in the AIID it-
self. Target A was always the one that participants implic-
itly preferred over the other on average. 

In our tests of the Morality-Identity hypothesis, we can 
use A and B as repeated observations in multi-level models 
that examine the link between moralization and identity 
centrality, taking into account both within- and between-
subject variance in these variables. 

This multi-level strategy is not possible in our tests of 
the Identity Rubric hypotheses; self-esteem is the key out-
come in those tests and is observed only once per subject. 
In this case, we simply ran two sets of models – one predict-
ing self-esteem from gut feelings and identity-central atti-
tudes toward A, the other predicting self-esteem from gut 
feelings and identity-central attitudes toward B.4 We expect 
these models to yield substantively identical results. 

Gut feelings and actual feelings. The AIID measured par-
ticipants’ gut feelings toward A and B after the following in-
troduction: “People’s gut feelings about a topic can be dif-
ferent from their feelings after they have had time to think 
about it. For example, someone who is trying to quit smok-
ing might have a very positive gut feeling, but negative ac-
tual feelings toward smoking.” Participants were then told 
to rate their gut feelings on a 10-point scale, from strongly 
negative (1) to strongly positive (10). Participants also re-
ported their actual feelings on the same 10-point scale. Pre-
vious research indicates that reports of gut feelings and 
indirect, reaction-time measures (e.g., IAT scores) both 
measure something distinct from participants’ controlled 
attitudes toward those targets (Ranganath et al., 2008). 
Whereas measures like the IAT rely on the speed of cate-
gorization to infer participants’ spontaneous affective reac-
tions, self-report measures of “gut feelings” rely on partic-
ipants’ perceptions of their spontaneous affective reactions. 
Both are useful indices of individuals’ spontaneous affective 
reactions that may contradict or complement participants’ 
general self-reported attitudes (see Gawronski & Boden-
hausen, 2007). That said, our measures of gut feelings are 
better suited for our planned analyses than the IAT. 
Whereas the IAT can only measure spontaneous affective 
reactions relatively (i.e., target A vs. target B), our measures 
of gut feelings allow us to examine feelings toward targets 
A and B as separate predictors of self-esteem. 

Moralized attitudes. All participants indicated the ex-
tent to which their attitudes toward A and B were tied to 
their personal values, providing an index of moralized atti-

tudes. Each participant responded to only one item for each 
of the two attitude targets from among the following possi-
ble items, modified from Plant and Devine’s (1998) internal 
motivation to respond without prejudice scale (IMS): 

Response options ranged from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 6 
(Strongly agree). The same item (1, 2, 3, or 4) was always 
used to assess the moralization of A and B. 

None of these items are a pure measure of attitude mor-
alization per se. An ideal measure of attitude moralization 
would separately assess participants’ attitudes and the ex-
tent to which they see those attitudes as a matter of right 
and wrong. Instead, the AIID asked participants to what ex-
tent it is right (or wrong) to hold a specific attitude which 
may or may not reflect their own. Thus, participants’ re-
sponses to the AIID attitude moralization questions reflect 
both the direction of their personal attitudes and the moral 
significance of those attitudes (i.e., how “wrong” or “ac-
ceptable” they are “because of [their] personal values.”) In 
our validation study (described below), we assessed whether 
participants’ scores on these items were systematically re-
lated to the extent that they moralized the measured atti-
tude. 

To maximize our number of analyzable cases, some 
analyses reported in the Stage 1 submission of our manu-
script used a moralized attitude composite. Each participant’s 
score on this composite was equal to their response to a 
single item—whichever moralized attitude item they were 
assigned (with responses to Items 2 and 3 reverse-scored). 
Because none of the four moralization items were ever ad-
ministered together, this composite helps us “fill in” miss-
ing data, but with a serious risk: we cannot assess their in-
ternal consistency or the reliability of the composite with 
the AIID alone. We therefore assessed the reliability of this 
composite in our validation study. 

Identity centrality. The AIID included three distinct 
measures of identity centrality (IDC). We include all three 
to assess the robustness of our effects across distinct opera-
tionalizations of IDC. First, participants indicated each tar-
get’s identity centrality: “How much is A/B part of your self-
concept?” This “target IDC” measure indicates the extent to 
which participants identify with the target per se. 

1. Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
negative judgments about A/B is wrong. 

2. Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
positive judgments about A/B is wrong. (reverse-
scored) 

3. Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
negative judgments about A/B is acceptable. (reverse-
scored) 

4. Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
positive judgments about A/B is acceptable. 

A single model that aggregated variables across A and B was not feasible due to diversity across attitude pairs. For example, the identity 
centrality scores for some pairs of attitude targets (e.g., Meg Ryan and Julia Roberts) are highly related in a positive direction, reducing 
the variance available for difference scores. This high collinearity also precludes us from safely entering A- and B-related variables as pre-
dictors in a single model. Meanwhile, the identity centrality scores for other pairs of targets are virtually unrelated (e.g., Effort and Tal-
ent, Innocence and Wisdom), making mean ratings meaningless. 
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Second, participants indicated their attitudes’ identity 
centrality. Each participant responded to only one item for 
each of the two attitude targets from among the following 
possible items, modified from Plant and Devine’s (1998) 
IMS: 

Response options ranged from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 6 
(Strongly agree). This “attitude IDC” measure indicates the 
extent to which participants identify with specific positive 
or negative attitudes to the target. 

Here too, we created a composite variable. Each partic-
ipant’s composite attitude IDC score was equal to their re-
sponse to a single item—whichever attitude IDC item they 
were assigned (with Items 2 and 3 reverse-scored). Again, 
we cannot compute Cronbach’s α for the attitude IDC com-
posite because each participant only answered one of the 
four items. We used the validation study to assess their re-
liability. 

Note that each attitude identity centrality item corre-
sponds most closely with the moralization item of the same 
number. We employ these corresponding pairs in some of 
the analyses presented below. 

Finally, a random subset of participants (about 25% of 
the full sample) completed an identity IAT to assess implicit 
identification. Whereas the more common evaluation IAT 
assesses implicit associations between two target categories 
and the concepts “good” and “bad,” an identity IAT assesses 
implicit associations between two target categories and the 
concepts of “self” and “other.” Higher D scores indicate a 
stronger implicit association between the self-concept and 
A, compared to the self-concept and B. 

Self-esteem. A randomly determined subset of partici-
pants (N = 8,821; about 5% of all cases) were assigned to 
complete the Rosenberg (1965) Self-Esteem Scale(M = 4.69, 
SD = 0.95, α = 0.89). Possible scores ranged from 1 (mini-
mum self-esteem) to 6 (maximum self-esteem). This served 
as our measure of participants’ self-esteem. 

Other Strength-Related Attitude Attributes. The AIID 
included one item to assess attitude importance (“How per-
sonally important are your feelings toward [A/B]?” from 1 
“Not at all important” to 6 “Very important”) and one item 
to assess attitude certainty (“How certain are you about 

your feelings toward [A/B]?” from 1 “Not at all certain” to 
6 “Very certain”). To quantify attitude extremity, we com-
puted the distance between the scale midpoint and partici-
pants’ “actual feelings” toward the attitude target. 

Validation Study 

Because the AIID items measuring moralized attitudes 
and attitude identity centrality confound attitude valence 
with moralization and identification (respectively), we col-
lected new data to test how well the AIID items measure 
these core constructs independent of valence. These data 
also allow us to perform reliability analyses impossible with 
the AIID alone and to examine the correlates of other key 
variables (i.e., target identity centrality, implicit identifica-
tion). 

Validation Study Participants 

Participants were volunteer visitors to the Project Im-
plicit website (https://implicit.harvard.edu) and therefore 
drawn from a population of individuals as similar as pos-
sible to those who comprised the AIID sample. We aimed 
to recruit enough participants that at least 800 individuals 
would complete our study, and 882 did so.6 See the supple-
mental materials for relevant power analysis. 

Consistent with the original AIID sample, our validation 
sample included more women (59%) than men (39%), more 
liberals (54%) than conservatives (21%), and more White 
than Non-White respondents (67% White, 8% Black, 9% 
Hispanic, 10% Asian, <1% Native American, 5% other or 
multi-racial). Respondents were relatively educated (90% 
with at least some college). Their reported age ranged from 
15 to 110 years (M = 41, MDN = 40, SD = 14.06).7 Participants 
were mostly from the United States (n = 668), Canada (n = 
33), and the United Kingdom (n = 43). Data were collected 
in August 2021. 

Validation Study Procedure 

Each participant was randomly assigned to answer ques-
tions about one pair of stimuli from the AIID. All partici-
pants first completed an identification IAT for that stimu-
lus pair, then reported their explicit attitudes toward each 
stimulus. Next, participants completed each of the follow-
ing measures in random order: AIID moralized attitudes, 
AIID attitude identity centrality, AIID target identity cen-
trality, a standard measure of attitude moralization (Skitka 
& Morgan, 2014), a standard measure of attitude identity 
centrality (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992), attitude importance 
(Boninger et al., 1995). Participants completed each mea-

1. Being rejecting of A/B is inconsistent with my self-
concept. 

2. Being accepting of A/B is inconsistent with my self-
concept. (reverse-scored) 

3. Being rejecting of A/B is important to my self-con-
cept. (reverse-scored) 

4. Being accepting of A/B is important to my self-con-
cept.5 

Our Stage 1 registered report incorrectly reported that Items 3 and 4 asked participants whether rejecting or accepting A/B was “consis-
tent with [their] self-concept.” This was a transcription error on our part. These items asked participants whether rejecting or accepting 
A/B was “important to [their] self-concept.” Unfortunately, the transcription error also affected our validation study, in which we used 
“consistent with” rather than “important to.” 

These descriptive statistics are based on the participants who reached the final (debriefing) page of the study. 

Because we did not pre-register any plan to exclude participants reporting unlikely demographic characteristics, we retained all partici-
pants regardless of age. 

5 

6 
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sure for both attitude stimuli (A and B) before proceeding to 
the next measure. 

Validation Study Measures & Materials 

The full validation study questionnaire is provided in Ap-
pendix A. 

Explicit attitudes. Participants reported “How positive or 
negative do you feel towards [A/B]?” on a scale from 1 to 10. 

AIID moralized attitudes. Each participant completed all 
4 “moralized attitude” items from the AIID for both attitude 
targets (e.g., Because of my personal values, I believe that 
making negative judgments about [A/B] is wrong). 

AIID attitude identity centrality. Each participant com-
pleted all 4 “attitude identity centrality” items from the 
AIID for both attitude targets (e.g., Being rejecting of [A/B] 
is inconsistent with my self-concept). 

Due to a transcription error on our part, two attitude 
IDC items differed from their original wording in the AIID 
questionnaire. In our validation study, Items 3 and 4 asked 
participants whether rejecting or accepting A/B was “con-
sistent with [their] self-concept.” The original AIID asked 
whether rejecting or accepting A/B was “important to [their] 
self-concept.” Follow-up analyses suggest that this error 
probably did not have a large impact on our results.8 

AIID target identity centrality. We measured attitude 
targets’ identity centrality using the same item used in the 
AIID (i.e., “How much is [A/B] part of your self-concept?”). 

Standard measure of attitude moralization. To measure 
attitude moralization independent of attitude valence, we 
used Skitka and colleagues’ (e.g., Skitka & Morgan, 2014) 
moral conviction scale, which includes items such as “To 
what extent are your feelings about [A/B] a reflection of 
your core moral beliefs and convictions?” Any attitude, pos-
itive or negative, can be relatively high or low on this mea-
sure. 

Standard measure of attitude identity centrality. To 
measure attitude identity centrality independent of attitude 
valence, we used modified items from Luhtanen & Crocker’s 
(1992) collective self-esteem scale, which includes items 
such as, “My feelings about [A/B] are an important reflec-
tion of who I am.” Any attitude, positive or negative, can be 
relatively high or low on this measure. 

Attitude importance. Participants indicated the impor-
tance of their attitudes toward A and B using two items used 
by Boninger et al. (1995). 

Attitude target stimuli. Participants were randomly as-
signed to answer questions about one of the following stim-
ulus pairs, which we chose to represent the diverse attitude 
targets used in the original dataset: Tall People – Short Peo-
ple; Jews – Christians; Strong – Sensitive; Career – Fam-
ily; Tax Reductions – Social Programs; Security – Freedom; 
Briefs – Boxers; Urban – Rural; Night – Morning; Pepsi – 
Coke.9 

Validation Study Results (Pre-Registered 
Analysis) 

Our validation study sought to assess the internal con-
sistency and validity of the AIID’s moralized attitude items 
and attitude identity centrality items. This study also en-
abled us to examine the correlates of target identity central-
ity and implicit identification. 

Evaluating the AIID’s moralized attitude measures. 
First, we assessed the internal consistency of the AIID’s 
moralized attitude measures, to determine whether we can 
reasonably combine these items in a single scale. Results 
suggest that we cannot. We computed a separate α across 
the four moralized attitude items for each target stimulus 
(e.g., Tall People, Short People, Jews, Christians, Strong). 
Our pre-registered decision rule was that if the median of 
the resulting 20 αs was below 0.6, we would drop all pro-
posed analyses using the “composite” measure of moralized 
attitudes. The median of the observed αs was 0.54, so we 
have dropped all proposed analysis using the “composite” 
measure of moralized attitudes. 

We next assessed the validity of the AIID’s moralized at-
titude measures. We estimated multi-level models predict-
ing responses to each of the four items from moral convic-
tion, explicit attitudes, and the interaction between these 
two predictors, controlling for importance and its interac-
tion with explicit attitudes. This model included two ob-
servations for each participant—one for Target A, the other 
for Target B—and many participants assigned to each stim-
ulus pair (e.g., Tall People – Short People). Therefore, we 
allowed the model intercept and slopes to vary randomly 

Participants in the validation study were about half a scale point more likely to report judgments to be “consistent with” their self-con-
cept (for negative judgments, M = 2.45, SD = 1.30; for positive judgments, M = 4.00, SD = 1.52) than participants in the AIID study (re-
sponding to the same stimuli) were to report judgments to be “important to” their self-concept (for negative judgments, M = 1.99, SD = 
1.40; for positive judgments, M = 3.43, SD = 1.86). However, responses to both versions of each item were similarly correlated with other 
indices of identity centrality. The extent to which participants saw negative judgments as “important to” or “consistent with” their self-
concept were both weakly correlated with target identity centrality (rimportant = 0.05; rconsistent = -0.05) and implicit identification with the 
target (rimportant = 0.06; rconsistent = -0.07). The extent to which participants saw positive judgments as “important to” or “consistent with” 
their self-concept were both moderately correlated with target identity centrality (rimportant = 0.65; rconsistent = 0.43) and weakly with im-
plicit identification with the target (rimportant = 0.09; rconsistent = 0.10).We can only speculate, but the modest differences between these 
correlations suggest that the incorrectly worded items we used in the validation study would not differ fundamentally from the correctly 
worded items in how they relate to the benchmark we used to assess their validity. 

Specifically, we selected these targets by first splitting the AIID stimuli into 4 post-hoc categories (described in detail below): Groups, 
Politics, Abstract Ideas, and Everyday Targets. We then randomly selected 4 attitude pairs from each category (8 from the larger Everyday 
Targets category) as potential stimuli. From those potential stimuli, we selected the 2 pairs (4 pairs for Everyday Targets) that we believed 
to best represent each category, automatically ruling out outdated pairs related to pop culture or contemporary events (e.g., Meg Ryan – 
Julia Roberts; George W. Bush – John Kerry). 
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across participants and across stimulus pairs except when 
estimating random slopes prevented model convergence.10 

If the AIID items actually tap “moralization,” then they 
ought to be related to moral conviction. Specifically, we 
predicted that participants with strong moral conviction 
(compared to low moral conviction) would perceive atti-
tudes opposed to their own as more “wrong” and less “ac-
ceptable.” At the same time, they should perceive attitudes 
consistent with their own as more “acceptable” and less 
“wrong”. 

We tested this using the conditional effects (i.e., simple 
slopes) of moral conviction. The effect of moral conviction 
on the AIID “acceptable” and “wrong” ratings ought to de-
pend on the participant’s attitude and the item used to as-
sess it. For example, among participants who like Chris-
tians, moral conviction should positively predict the belief 
that “negative judgments about Christians are wrong.” 
Moral conviction should negatively predict the same belief 
among participants who dislike Christians. 

However, our validity evidence was mixed. See Figure 2. 
Item 1 (“Because of my personal values, I believe that mak-
ing negative judgments about [A/B] is wrong”) behaved as 
expected, but effect sizes were small. Participants with pos-
itive attitudes toward the target (8 on the 10-point scale) 
were more likely to agree that negative attitudes were 
wrong to the extent that they saw their positive attitude 
as a moral conviction (  = .15, p = 0.021). Par-
ticipants with negative attitudes (3 on the 10-point scale) 
were more likely to disagree that negative attitudes were 
wrong to the extent that they saw their negative attitude as 
a moral conviction (  = -.15, p = 0.049).11 

Items 2, 3, and 4, behaved as expected only for certain 
attitudes. Moral conviction predicted whether participants 
saw their own attitude (positive or negative) as accept-
able—evident in the dashed line in Panel 3 (b = 0.23, p = 
0.001) and the solid line in Panel 4 (b = 0.15, p = 0.003). 
Moral conviction also predicted whether participants saw 
the opposite attitude (positive or negative) as wrong—evi-
dent in the solid line in Panel 1 (b = 0.15, p = 0.021) and the 
dashed line in Panel 2 (b = 0.31, p < 0.001). However, Items 
2 and 3 were unrelated to moral conviction among partici-
pants with positive attitudes, who uniformly disagreed that 
their positive attitudes were “wrong” (solid line, Panel 2; b 
= -0.01, p = 0.892) and that negative attitudes were “accept-
able” (solid line, Panel 3; b = 0.05, p = 0.358). And Item 4 was 
unrelated to moral conviction among participants with neg-
ative attitudes, who were uniformly neutral as to whether 
positive attitudes were acceptable (dashed line, Panel 4; b = 
-0.02, p = 0.732). In sum, Item 1 was related to moral con-
viction as expected, but weakly. Items 2 and 3 were related 
to moral conviction for participants with negative attitudes, 

and Item 4 was related to moral conviction for participants 
with positive attitudes. 

This evidence is weaker than we expected. On the one 
hand, we could reasonably argue that the AIID items are not 
valid measures of moralized attitudes. They are weakly in-
tercorrelated, inconsistently related to the “gold standard” 
measure of moral conviction we used, and even when they 
are related to moral conviction, those relations are weak. 
On the other hand, we could also make the opposite ar-
gument. The four items may be weakly intercorrelated be-
cause they measure four distinct beliefs: whether positive 
judgments are acceptable, whether positive judgments are 
wrong, whether negative judgments are acceptable, and 
whether negative judgments are wrong. Each of these be-
liefs, in turn, was at least sometimes related to moral con-
viction, with some items (1 and 4) related to moral convic-
tions about positive attitudes and others (2 and 3) related to 
moral convictions about negative attitudes. Moreover, our 
pre-registered reliance on the moral conviction as the gold 
standard may be overly narrow. We have defined moral-
ized attitudes as the attitudes that people construe as mat-
ters of right and wrong. Although the term “acceptable” 
is arguably ambiguous in whether it invokes social norms 
or moral principles, the belief that certain judgments are 
“wrong” is by definition, a moral belief, regardless of how 
strongly it is correlated with reported moral conviction. 

So long as the latter argument can be made—that the 
AIID items are at least partly valid indices of moralization 
for certain attitudes—we see some merit in proceeding with 
our pre-registered analyses. However, given the evidence 
that some items are more valid than others for certain atti-
tudes, we must pay particular attention to whether our re-
sults differ across Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 (with analyses using 
Item 1 being the most informative tests of our hypotheses). 
Fortunately, the results of our subsequent analyses do not 
appear to depend which item we use, suggesting that if we 
focused our interpretations more narrowly (on, say, analy-
ses using only Item 1), we would reach the same conclu-
sions. 

Evaluating the AIID’s attitude identity centrality mea-
sures. We used the same basic strategies to evaluate the 
AIID’s identity centrality measures. To assess their internal 
consistency, we again computed separate Cronbach’s αs for 
each of our 20 target stimuli. This time, the median of 
the resulting 20 αs was 0.71, leading us to retain proposed 
analyses using the “composite” measure. 

To assess the validity of the AIID’s attitude identity cen-
trality measures, we estimated multi-level models predict-
ing responses to each of the four items and their composite. 
Predictors included Luhtanen and Crocker’s (1992) measure 
of identity centrality, explicit attitudes, and the interaction 

In our pre-registered analysis plan, we neglected to say that the slopes would also be allowed to vary randomly. This was an error. Follow-
ing a suggestion from an anonymous reviewer, we revised all multi-level models in our paper to include random slop estimates, but we 
overlooked the analysis plan for our validation study when making that revision. 

We chose to estimate conditional effects at attitude scores of 3 and 8 because 3 represented a moderately negative attitude and 8 repre-
sented a moderately positive attitude. Effects of moral conviction on item endorsement were generally smaller for neutral attitudes and 
larger for more extreme attitudes. 
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Figure 2. Lines indicate the predicted agreement with the relevant item across the full range of participants’ 
moral convictions. Error bands indicate 95% CIs. Predictions derive from the fixed portion of four separate linear 
mixed models. All models included random slopes that varied across attitude stimuli and random intercepts that 
varied across stimuli and across participants. c Models predicting Items 3 and 4 did not converge when slopes 
were allowed to vary across participants, so these models (and only these models) did not include random slopes 
across participants. 

between these two predictors. We did not include other co-
variates. Once again, because this model included two ob-
servations for each participant and many participants per 
stimulus pair, we allowed the model intercept and slopes 
to vary randomly across participants and across stimulus 
pairs. 

Again, our assessment of each item’s validity hinged on 
conditional effects. We predicted that people who scored 
relatively high on the Luhtanen and Crocker items (i.e., who 
describe their attitudes as an important part of who they 
are) should perceive attitudes opposed to their own as es-
pecially “inconsistent” and less “consistent” with their self-
concept. They should show the opposite pattern for atti-
tudes that align with their own. 

And once again, evidence of the AIID items’ validity var-
ied depending on the item and on participants’ attitudes. 
See Figure 3. Items 2 and 3 show the crossover interaction 
we expected and therefore provide the most valid indices of 
attitude identity centrality, although these items were more 
useful for assessing the identity centrality of negative at-
titudes (assuming a negative attitude of 3 out of 10, Item 
2:  = 0.13, p = 0.006; Item 3:  = 
0.19, p < 0.001) than of positive attitudes (assuming a pos-
itive attitude of 8 out of 10, Item 2:  = -0.05, 
p = 0.064; Item 3:  = -0.03, p = 0.356). Items 1 
and 4, meanwhile, appear only to measure the identity cen-
trality of positive attitudes. 

In sum, AIID items 2 and 3 can assess the identity cen-
trality of both positive and negative attitudes, but especially 

negative attitudes, whereas Items 1 and 4 are useful for as-
sessing the identity centrality of negative attitudes but not 
positive attitudes. Once again, the results of our subsequent 
analyses were entirely consistent across items, suggesting 
that differences across items do not affect our conclusions. 

Moreover, the alphas for these attitude identity central-
ity items suggest that the items can be safely combined in 
a composite scale. The validity study suggests that we can 
safely and productively use the composite measure of atti-
tude identity centrality. 

Target identity centrality and implicit identification. 
Our validation study also included the AIID’s measures of 
target identity centrality and implicit identification. In our 
pre-registration, we wrote that these variables’ “correla-
tions with the AIID attitude identity centrality items will 
provide secondary evidence of the latter’s validity.” Because 
the extent to which someone identifies with some target 
(e.g., identifies as a tall person) is distinct from their iden-
tification with their attitudes toward a target (e.g., identify-
ing as someone who likes tall people), and because the IAT 
is a comparative measure (e.g., of associating the self more 
with tall people than with short people), high correlations 
here are neither necessary nor sufficient to indicate the va-
lidity of the AIID measures of attitude identity centrality. 
Still, they may provide useful context for how much (or how 
little) these constructs have in common. 

Target identity centrality was moderately associated 
with the forward-coded attitude identity centrality items 
(“Being accepting (rejecting) of [A/B] is consistent (incon-
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Figure 3. Lines indicate the predicted agreement with the relevant item across the full range of attitude identity 
centrality, measured using the modified Luhtanen & Crocker (1992) scale. Error bands indicate 95% CIs. 
Predictions derive from the fixed portion of four separate linear mixed models. All models included random 
slopes and intercepts that varied across stimuli and across participants 

sistent) with my self-concept”; .rs = .18, .32, .40, .46; all 
ps < 0.001) but weakly and inconsistently related to the re-
verse-coded items (“Being accepting (rejecting) of [A/B] is 
inconsistent (consistent) with my self-concept”; rs = -.14, 
-.07, .00, .00, ps = <.001, .034, .92, .92.). This finding un-
derscores the fact that identifying with something is dis-
tinct from identifying as someone who likes that thing, even 
though the two may sometimes be related. The two vari-
ables are therefore not interchangeable in our analysis. 

Identification IAT scores were not consistently correlated 
with target identity centrality, the identification IAT’s most 
direct explicit analogue in our study (for Target A, r = 0.25, 
p < 0.001;for Target B, r = 0.02, p = 0.39). In hindsight, this is 
probably because very few of the AIID stimuli are polar op-
posites; people can simultaneously identify with Pepsi and 
Coke, with security and freedom, with “strong” and “sensi-
tive” behaviors, with career and family life, etc. Perhaps for 
similar reasons, IAT scores were also quite weakly associ-
ated with attitude identity centrality items (-.11 < rs < .15). 
In short, attitude identity centrality, target identity central-
ity, and implicit identification with Target A over Target B 
are best understood as 3 distinct constructs in our analyses. 

Results from the AIID Dataset (Pre-Registered 
Analysis) 

Here we present the results of our pre-registered analy-
ses of the AIID dataset. All files necessary to reproduce our 
analyses are provided in our online supplemental materi-
als, accessible at the following link: <https://osf.io/6ckns/>. 
These files include the raw and processed data files, the 

scripts we used to conduct the analysis (in Stata 16 and 17), 
and a codebook that indicates which variables in the dataset 
correspond to those in the manuscript. 

All of the results we report below are pre-registered re-
analyses, except those from the models summarized in 
Table 9, which were pre-registered but never estimated us-
ing the exploratory data. We initially estimated each of 
these models using 15% of the AIID data. These exploratory 
analyses were conducted prior to registration and in-princi-
ple acceptance and were reported in our Stage 1 submission 
(https://doi.org/10.17605/osf.io/zry5b). The analyses we 
present here—following our pre-registered plan—use the 
full AIID dataset, including the 15% of the data we used ini-
tially and the 85% that we reserved for confirmatory tests 
alone. Exploratory and confirmatory results were almost 
uniformly consistent. 

Although our pre-registration indicated that we would 
combine the 15% and 85% subsets of the AIID data for a sin-
gle analysis, this decision blurs the boundary between data 
used for exploratory and confirmatory purposes. We there-
fore re-estimated all models used to test our Morality-Iden-
tity and Identity Rubric hypotheses using the 85% confir-
matory dataset only. The size and statistical significance of 
coefficients were virtually unchanged, with two exceptions 
described below. They are described in detail in supplemen-
tal analyses available here: https://osf.io/6rq9h/. 
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Descriptive Analyses: Moralization and Identity 
Centrality Across Domains and Targets 

We begin with a descriptive analysis. Were certain atti-
tude targets more frequently moralized or identity-central 
than others? If so, future work might rely on these targets 
(or targets like them) to reliably invoke moralized attitudes. 
If not, then future work would benefit from allowing partic-
ipants to articulate their own moral priorities. We made no 
firm predictions here. 

Given the large number of attitude targets included in 
the AIID study (187 unique attitude targets across 95 at-
titude domains), we group them into 4 ad-hoc categories: 
Groups, Politics, Abstract Ideas, and Everyday Targets. Tar-
gets that referred to humans in the plural or as a collective 
were categorized as groups, unless those groups were de-
fined by political ideology or partisanship. Targets that re-
ferred to policies, politicians, groups, or larger ideas asso-
ciated with the political left or right were set in the Politics 
category. Targets that referred to anything that participants 
could not directly observe and that did not qualify for the 
political category were categorized as abstract ideas. The 
remaining targets were placed in the “Everyday Targets” 
category, which consisted of individual people, places, and 
things, including consumer products, physical places, 
health-related stimuli, and pop culture phenomena. We an-
ticipated that if any attitudes were generally low in moral-
ization, it would be those in the Everyday Targets category. 

Figure 4 depicts each attitude target’s mean values 
across our three key variables: target identity centrality, 
attitude identity centrality, and moralized attitudes. Atti-
tude targets in the figure are sorted from lowest to highest 
moralization of positive reactions. The figure reveals three 
important patterns. First, the general upward slope of the 
points in every panel indicates that when people moralized 
positive reactions to attitude targets, those positive reac-
tions and the targets themselves also tended to be identity 
central (for attitude IDC, b = 1.08, p < 0.001, 95% CI [1.02, 
1.14]; for target IDC, b = 1.11, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.83 , 
1.39]).12 Thus, these mean scores provide macro-level ev-
idence consistent with our Morality-Identity hypothesis. 
Second, there are clear differences in each variable across 
attitude domains, with positive reactions to social groups 
(M = 4.65, SD = 1.60) being more consistently moralized 
than positive reactions to abstract ideas (M = 4.36, SD = 
1.57), everyday targets (M = 4.17, SD = 1.77), and political 
targets (M = 3.99, SD = 1.73). 

A third important pattern is the relatively limited range 
of moralized attitudes. Positive (or non-negative) reactions 
to “Giving”—the most highly moralized abstract idea and 
probably the most overtly prosocial stimulus in the AIID 
dataset—had an average moralization score of 4.93 (SD = 
1.36) out of 6. That is, the average participant “agreed” 
with the assertions that positive reactions to giving are ac-
ceptable and that negative reactions to giving are wrong 
and “disagreed” with the inverse of these assertions (i.e., 

that negative reactions to giving are acceptable, that posi-
tive reactions to giving are wrong). Positive (or non-nega-
tive) reactions to McDonald’s—the least moralized attitude 
domain in the Everyday Targets category—had an average 
moralization score of 3.12 (SD = 1.82). This score falls be-
tween “slight agreement” and “slight disagreement”. If we 
round down, the average participant tended not to moralize 
positive reactions to McDonald’s. The difference between 
these highest and lowest aggregate moralization scores is 
significant (t(637) = 13.78, p < 0.001) and yields a large stan-
dardized effect size (d = 1.13). However, the range of moral-
ized reactions was surprisingly small in substantive terms, 
spanning less than two points on a six-point Likert scale. 

Together, these results indicate that some attitude do-
mains are reliably more moralized than others. Positive re-
actions to social groups were most consistently moralized, 
followed by reactions to abstract ideas, political targets, and 
everyday targets. However, the absolute range of average 
moralization was relatively small, spanning just one third 
of the scale’s potential range. Thus, although some attitude 
domains are more likely to be moralized than others, the id-
iographic approach that we employ affords us an important 
advantage, expanding the observed range of attitude moral-
ization and telling us which attitudes that individual partic-
ipants see in moral terms. The resulting subjective, partici-
pant-driven definition of morality helps ensure that we will 
not dismiss as trash any participant’s idiosyncratic moral 
treasure. 

Testing the Morality-Identity Hypothesis 

We next tested our Morality-Identity hypothesis. When 
participants saw their attitude as a reflection of their per-
sonal values, did they also see that attitude as part of their 
identity? Our measures of “identity” included A) targets’ 
identity centrality (e.g., identifying with Christians), B) at-
titudes’ identity centrality (e.g., identifying as liking Chris-
tians), and C) implicit identification (e.g., implicitly identi-
fying with Christians compared to Jews). 

To answer this question, we estimated a series of mixed 
linear models. Each model includes three levels with the 
two attitude targets (A and B) as the level-1 units, partici-
pants as the level-2 units, and randomly-assigned attitude 
pairs as the level-3 units. Each model allowed the effect 
of moralized attitudes and the intercept to vary randomly 
across participants and across stimulus pairs. Our central 
focus in every model is on the coefficient for moralized at-
titudes, which we expected to positively predict each out-
come. Table 2 summarizes results. 

Target identity centrality: Participants moralized atti-
tudes toward identity-central targets. Consistent with the 
Morality-Identity Hypothesis, the moralized attitude items 
significantly predicted target identity centrality (bs = .18, 
.10, .12, .31, ps < .001,  between 19,517 and 
19,672). See Table 3. Figure 5 illustrates these effects and 
makes clear that they were small in magnitude. For exam-
ple, even participants who “strongly agreed” that positive 

Regression coefficients derive from OLS regressions using a target-level dataset (i.e., one row for each unique attitude target). 12 
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Figure 4. Figure depicts means and 95% CIs for our 3 key variables across all attitude targets. Moralization and 
Target IDC are composite items. 

Table 2. Summary of Key Results 

Testing the Morality-Identity Hypothesis: 
Did participants identify with the attitudes they moralized? 

Target Identity Centrality 
(Target IDC) 

Attitude Identity Centrality 
(Attitude IDC) 

Implicit Identification with 
Target A over Target B 

Yes Yes Yes 

These results held regardless of… 
which moralized attitude item we used to predict the identity outcome variable 

whether we controlled for attitude importance, certainty, extremity, or none of these. 

whether we used the full AIID dataset or the 85% reserved for confirmatory analysis. 

Testing the Identity Rubric Hypothesis: 
Did participants report lower self-esteem when their gut feelings were inconsistent with their identities? 

Target Identity Centrality 
(Target IDC) 

Attitude Identity Centrality 
(Attitude IDC) 

Implicit Identification with 
Target A over Target B 

For Target A? Yes, slightly For Target A? Yes, slightly* For Target A? No 

For Target B? Yes, slightly* For Target B? No For Target B? No 

*These results were significant in analyses of the full AIID dataset but not the 85% reserved for confirmatory analysis 

judgments of A/B were acceptable or that negative judg-
ments were wrong were relatively neutral as to whether A/B 
was a part of their self-concept. Still, these relations also 

held in separate models that controlled for attitude impor-
tance (bs for moralization = 0.10, 0.07, 0.09, 0.20, ps < .001, 

 between 6,417 and 6,599), certainty (bs for mor-
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Table 3. Predicting Target Identity Centrality from Moralized Attitude Items (See Figure 5) 

Outcome: “How much is 
[A/B] part of your self-
concept?” 

Item 1: Neg. 
judgments are 
wrong 

Item 2 (R). Pos. 
judgments are 
wrong 

Item 3 (R). Neg. 
judgments are 
acceptable 

Item 4. Pos. 
judgments are 
acceptable 

Fixed Effects b (S.E.) p b (S.E.) p b (S.E.) p b (S.E.) p 

Moralized Attitudes 0.18*** <0.001 0.10*** <0.001 0.12*** <0.001 0.31*** <0.001 

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) 

Constant 2.53*** <0.001 2.71*** <0.001 2.71*** <0.001 1.76*** <0.001 

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) 

Random Effects σ2 (se) σ2 (se) σ2 (se) σ2 (se) 

σ2 (Intercept across 
participants) 

0.09 (0.02) 0.07 (0.03) 0.09 (0.02) 0.08 (0.02) 

σ2 (Intercept across att. 
pairs) 

0.64 (0.10) 0.59 (0.10) 0.58 (0.09) 0.50 (0.08) 

σ2 (Slope across 
participants) 

0.01 (0.001) 0.01 (0.001) 0.01 (0.001) 0.01 (0.001) 

σ2 (Slope across att. 
pairs) 

0.01 (0.002) 0.02 (0.003) 0.01 (0.002) 0.03 (0.004) 

Log-likelihood -70970 -71448 -71245 -69428 

Wald χ2 (degrees 
freedom) 

253.43*** (1) 37.39*** (1) 92.07*** (1) 358.08 *** (1) 

N Level-1 units 
(responses) 

39,145 39,135 39,085 38,835 

N Level-2 units 
(participants) 

19,672 19,654 19,639 19,517 

N Level-3 units (att. 
pairs) 

95 95 95 95 

Note. Entries drive from 4 multilevel linear mixed models, each of which predicted Target Identity Centrality from a single moralized attitude variable, with random intercepts esti-
mated across participants and across attitude pairs. 
(†p < 0.10. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.) 

alization = 0.18, 0.10, 0.12, 0.30, ps < .001,  be-
tween 6,476 and 6,591), and extremity (bs for moralization 
=0.16, 0.08, 0.10, 0.27, ps < .001,  between 19,490 
and 19,642).13 

Attitude identity centrality: Participants moralized 
identity-central attitudes. We next estimated mixed models 
in which we regressed each attitude identity centrality item 
on the moralized attitude item with which it corresponded 
most closely (See Table 4 caption). Results were consistent 
with the Morality-Identity hypothesis (bs = 0.35, 0.45, 0.32, 
0.48, ps < 0.001,  between 11,153 and 11,479). 
Moreover, the effects were large enough to be substantively 
meaningful. For example, participants who “strongly 
agreed” that positive judgments of A/B were acceptable or 
that negative judgments were wrong tended to agree (be-
tween “slightly agree” and “agree”) that positive judgments 
were consistent with their self-concept and that negative 
judgments were inconsistent, and participants who dis-
agreed with the former statements tended to disagree with 
the latter as well. See Table 4 and Figure 6. This pattern 
also holds in separate models that control for attitude im-

portance (bs for moralization = 0.33, 0.43, 0.32, 0.39, ps ≤ 
.001,  between 4,727 and 4,969), certainty (bs for 
moralization = 0.34, 0.45, 0.32, 0.50, ps < .001, 
between 4,806 and 4,871), and extremity (bs for moraliza-
tion = 0.34, 0.43, 0.31, 0.45, ps < .001,  between 
11,134 and 11,461). This evidence suggests that in our sam-
ple, moralized attitudes tended to be more identity central 
than non-moralized attitudes, regardless of whether they 
were positive, negative, important, certain, or extreme. 

Implicit identification: Participants moralized attitudes 
toward targets with which they implicitly identified. Fi-
nally, we examined participants’ implicit identification with 
their attitudes. Because our implicit measure (an IAT D 
score) assessed identification with A over B, we created a 
difference score of the composite for moralized attitudes to-
ward A minus the composite for moralized attitudes toward 
B. This difference score approach is not ideal; for many at-
titude targets, moralizing A does not imply viewing B as 
non-moral (e.g., wisdom vs. innocence). That said, the dif-
ference score allows us to analyze the robustness of our 
results across an additional measure of identity centrality 

Controlling for all three of these variables simultaneously would reduce our sample size by about 93% , so we instead controlled for each 
in turn. 

13 
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Figure 5. Lines indicate the predicted values of target identity centrality across the full range of each of the five 
moralization variables. These predictions derive from the fixed portion of four separate linear mixed models, 
each of which predicted IDC from a single moralized attitude variable with random slopes and intercepts that 
varied across participants and across attitude pairs. See Table 3. 

Figure 6. Lines indicate the predicted values of attitude identity centrality across the full range each 
moralization predictor. Predictions derive from the fixed portion of four separate linear mixed models, each of 
which predicted IDC from a single moralized attitude variable, with random slopes and intercepts that varied 
across participants and across attitude pairs. Table 4 includes details on which predictors were used for each 
attitude IDC outcome variable. 
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Table 4. Predicting Attitude Identity Centrality from Moralized Attitude Items (See Figure 6) 

Outcome: Being 
[accepting/ rejecting] of 
[A/B] is [important to/
inconsistent] with my 
self-concept. 

Item 1: Neg. 
judgments are 
wrong 

Item 2 (R). Pos. 
judgments are 
wrong 

Item 3 (R). Neg. 
judgments are 
acceptable 

Item 4. Pos. 
judgments are 
acceptable 

b (S.E.) p b (S.E.) p b (S.E.) p b (S.E.) p 

Fixed Effects 

Moralized Attitudes 0.35*** <0.001 0.45*** <0.001 0.32*** <0.001 0.48*** <0.001 

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) 

Constant 2.39*** <0.001 1.44*** <0.001 1.11*** <0.001 1.25*** <0.001 

(0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.08) 

Random Effects σ2 (se) σ2 (se) σ2 (se) σ2 (se) 

σ2 (Intercept across 
participants) 

0..98 (0.03) 0.60 (0.02) 0.26 (0.02) 0.70 (0.03) 

σ2 (Intercept across 
attitude pairs) 

0.14 (0.03) 0.04 (0.01) 0.03 (0.01) 0.49 (0.09) 

σ2 (Slope across 
participants) 

0.02 (0.002) 0.04 (0.003) 0.05 (0.002) 0.02 (0.005) 

σ2 (Slope across att. 
pairs) 

<0.001 0.001 0.01 (0.003) 0.01 (0.002) 0.03 (0.005) 

Log-likelihood -42523 -38395 -36617 -39469 

Wald χ2 (degrees 
freedom) 

1375.16***(1) 911.58***(1) 768.84***(1) 669.58***(1) 

N Level-1 units 
(responses) 

22,836 22,188 22,653 22,572 

N Level-2 units 
(participants) 

11,479 11,153 11,377 11,343 

N Level-3 units 
(attitude pairs) 

95 95 95 95 

Note. Entries are derived from multilevel linear mixed models. Outcomes differed across models, such that each moralized attitude item was regressed on the corresponding attitude 
identity centrality item. Corresponding pairs were as follows: 

(†p < 0.10. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.) 

that does not rely on introspection and self-report. To the 
extent that participants did see any given target A as more 
or less morally charged than a given target B, we would pre-
dict that they would also associate A more closely with their 
self-concept. 

Because each participant had only one score on these 
comparative measures, we estimated a 2-level linear mixed 
model, with participants as the level-1 units and attitude 
domains as the level-2 grouping units. We examined the 
fixed effect of the moralized attitude difference score on im-
plicit identification with A over B, allowing the slope and 
intercept to vary randomly across attitude pairs. We ob-
served a small but significant relation between each mor-
alized attitude difference score and implicit identification 
with A over B. The more strongly participants’ attitudes 
were tied to their values, the more strongly those attitudes 

were tied to the self. See Table 5 and Figure 7. This pattern 
also held in separate models that control for attitude impor-
tance (bs for moralization = 0.04, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, ps < .001, 

 between 4,402 and 4,522), certainty (bs for mor-
alization = 0.05, 0.05, 0.04, 0.08, all ps < .001,  be-
tween 4,419 and 4,615), and extremity (bs for moralization 
= 0.04, 0.04, 0.05, 0.07, ps < .001,  between 10,289 
and 10,617). 

Testing the Identity Rubric Hypothesis 

We next tested our Identity Rubric hypothesis: that self-
esteem would be relatively low among participants whose 
gut feelings contradicted (A) their attitudes toward iden-
tity-central targets, (B) their identity-central attitudes, and 

1. Because of my personal values, I believe that making negative judgments about A/B is wrong – Being rejecting of A/B is in-
consistent with my self-concept (b = 0.36, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.33, 0.37]). 

2. Because of my personal values, I believe that making positive judgments about A/B is wrong – Being accepting of A/B is in-
consistent with my self-concept (b = 0.45, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.42, 0.48]). 

3. Because of my personal values, I believe that making negative judgments about A/B is acceptable – Being rejecting of A/B is 
important to my self-concept (b = 0.32, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.29, 0.34]). 

4. Because of my personal values, I believe that making positive judgments about A/B is acceptable – Being accepting of A/B is 
important to my self-concept (b = 0.48, p < 0.001, 95% CI [0.44, 0.52]). 
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Table 5. Predicting Implicit Identification with A over B from Moralized Attitudes toward A vs. B (See Figure 7) 

Outcome: 
Implicit 
identification 
with A over B 

Item 1: Neg. 
judgments about A 
(vs. B) are more wrong 

Item 2. Pos. 
judgments about A 
(vs. B) are less wrong 

Item 3. Neg. 
judgments about A 
(vs. B) are less 
acceptable 

Item 4. Pos. judgments 
about A (vs. B) are 
more acceptable 

b (se) p b (se) p b (se) p b (se) p 

Fixed Effects 

Moralized 
Attitudes 
difference score 

0.05*** <0.001 0.05*** <0.001 0.05*** <0.001 0.07*** <0.001 

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005) 

Constant 0.16*** <0.001 0.16*** <0.001 0.17*** <0.001 0.16*** <0.001 

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

Random Effects σ2 (se) σ2 (se) σ2 (se) σ2 (se) 

σ2 (Intercept 
across attitude 
pairs) 

0.05 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 0.05 (0.01) 

σ2 (Slope across 
attitude pairs) 

0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 

Log-likelihood -6656 -6671 -6459 -6623 

Wald χ2 (degrees 
freedom) 

110.97*** (1) 107.02*** (1) 180.58*** (1) 269.48*** (1) 

N Level-1 units 
(participants) 

10,592 10,495 10,356 10,693 

N Level-2 units 
(attitude pairs) 

95 95 95 95 

Note. Entries drive from 4 multilevel linear mixed models, each of which predicted Target Identity Centrality from a single moralized attitude difference score, with random intercepts 
and slopes estimated across attitude pairs. Every difference score was computed such that higher values indicate moralizing more positive (or less negative) reactions to A relative to 
B. 
(†p < 0.10. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.) 

(C) their attitudes toward targets with which they implicitly 
identified. 

To identify these contradictions, we examined the inter-
action between participants’ gut feelings and each of the 
three indices of identity centrality described above. We use 
a similar analytic strategy across all of the resulting oper-
ationalizations—a pair of mixed linear models (one for A, 
one for B) that each include a random intercept for atti-
tude domain and random slopes for identity centrality, gut 
feelings, and their interaction. Results of these analyses are 
summarized in Table 2. 

Target identity centrality: When gut feelings contra-
dicted attitudes toward identity-central targets, self-es-
teem was slightly lower. First, we examined target IDC. We 
predicted a positive coefficient for the interaction between 
gut feelings and target IDC, such that participants’ nega-
tive reactions toward the attitude target would have a more 
negative effect on their self-esteem when that target is rel-
atively central to their identity. For both A and B, the co-
efficient for the interaction term was positive and signifi-
cantly different from 0 (bA = 0.01, p = 0.001, 95% CI [0.005, 
0.018], Nparticipants = 3,714; bB = 0.0114, p = 0.020, 95% CI 
[0.001, 0.016], Nparticipants = 3,716). See Table 6 and Figure 
8. When analyzing just the confirmatory dataset instead of 
the merged dataset, the effects were less consistent. The in-

teraction term was still positive for A (bA = 0.01, p = .006), 
but not B (bB = 0.01, p = 0.202). Overall, these results sug-
gest that participants evaluated themselves less positively 
(by about half a point on the 6-point self-esteem scale) 
when they had very negative (compared to very positive) 
gut feelings about targets with which they directly identi-
fied (e.g., when participants reported that Asians, Artists, or 
Atheism were “part of” their self-concept). 

Attitude identity centrality: When gut feelings contra-
dicted identity-central attitudes, self-esteem was mostly 
unaffected. We next examined attitude IDC—the extent to 
which participants viewed accepting or rejecting A or B as 
important to or inconsistent with their self-concept. We 
found weak and inconsistent evidence of an interaction be-
tween gut feelings and attitude IDC (bA = 0.004, p = 0.046, 
95% CI [-0.000 , 0.009], Nparticipants = 8,534; bB = 0.004, p 
= 0.080, 95% CI [-0.000, 0.008], Nparticipants = 8,549). See 
Table 7 and Figure 9. When analyzing just the confirmatory 
dataset instead of the merged dataset, the effects were even 
weaker. The interaction term was null for both A (bA = .004, 
p = .098), and B (bB = 0.004, p = 0.10). Overall, these results 
suggest that participants may have evaluated themselves 
very slightly less positively when they identified strongly as 
someone who has accepts (or rejects) something but never-
theless has very negative (or positive) gut feelings toward 

This model did not converge when we attempted to estimate random slopes across participants, so it included only random intercepts. 14 
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Figure 7. Lines indicate the predicted values of implicit identification across the full range of each of the four 
moralization variables. These predictions derive from the fixed portion of four separate linear mixed models, 
each of which predicted implicit identification from a single moralized attitude difference score, with random 
slopes and intercepts that varied across attitude pairs. Every difference score was computed such that higher 
values indicate moralizing more positive (or less negative) reactions to A relative to B. 

Figure 8. Lines indicate the predicted values of self-esteem across the full range of participants’ gut feelings. 
Error bands indicate 95% CIs. Predictions derive from the fixed portion of two separate linear mixed models, 
described in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Predicting Self-Esteem from Gut Feelings about Identity Central Attitude Targets 

Outcome: Self-Esteem Attitude Target A Attitude Target B 

b (se) p  b (se) p 

Fixed Effects 

Target Identity Centrality -0.08** 0.020 -0.10*** <0.001 

(0.03) (0.03) 

Gut Feelings about Target -0.00 0.944 -0.01 0.55 

(0.01) (0.01) 

Target IDC x Gut Feelings 0.01* 0.001 0.01* 0.020 

(0.00) (0.00) 

Constant 4.68*** <0.001 4.87*** <0.001 

(0.08) (0.08) 

Random Effects σ2 (se) σ2 (se) 

σ2 (Intercept across attitude pairs) 0.00 (0.00) <0.01 (0.00) 

σ2 (Random slope for Target IDC) <0.01 (0.00) (-) (-) 

σ2 (Random slope for Gut Feelings) <0.01 (-) (-) (-) 

σ2 (Random slope for T IDC x GF) <0.01 (-) (-) (-) 

Log-likelihood -5047 -5,056 

Wald χ2 (degrees freedom) 42.46* (3) 23.73** (3) 

N Level-1 units (participants) 3,714 3,716 

N Level-2 units (attitude pairs) 95 95 

Estimates derive from the two multi-level linear models depicted in Figure 8. The model for Target A included random slopes and intercepts that varied across attitude stimuli, 
whereas the model for Target B included only random intercepts that varied across stimuli. Stata 17 was sometimes unable to estimate standard errors for the variance in slopes and 
intercepts across stimuli, most likely because of the near-0 estimated variance in parameters across stimuli. 
(†p < 0.10. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.) 

that thing. However, the magnitude of that effect (even 
when “significant” in one of these two models) was signifi-
cantly smaller than .02, the smallest effect size of theoret-
ical interest that we specified in our analysis plan (95% CI 
for Target A, 0.000, 0.009; For Target B, -0.000, 0.008). 

Implicit identification: Self-esteem did not depend on 
implicit identities. Finally, we examined participants’ im-
plicit identification with attitude target A over attitude tar-
get B. We created a difference score indicating more favor-
able gut feelings toward A than toward B and interacted this 
variable with implicit identification in a mixed linear model 
like those above. The interaction was non-significant (b = 
0.016, p = 0.125, 95% CI [-0.004, 0.037], Nparticipants = 2,085; 
Ndomains = 95) and the 95% CI for the estimate only nar-
rowly included our minimum threshold for a meaningful ef-
fect size (i.e., 0.0359). See Figure 10. 

Pre-registered tests of alternative “rubrics.” Our Iden-
tity Rubric hypothesis proposes that people evaluate them-
selves more negatively to the extent that their spontaneous 
affective reactions contradict attitudes central to their 
identity—that they would evaluate themselves based on 
whether they were “living up to” their identity-central at-
titudes. However, identity-central attitudes also tend to be 
more important, extreme, certain, and – as we have shown 
– connected to individuals’ personal values (i.e., moral-
ized). We therefore pre-registered analyses to distinguish 
living up to identity-central attitudes from living up to atti-
tudes that were moralized, important, certain, or extreme. 

We estimated several models that are summarized in 
Table 9. Our focus in each case was on the highest-order in-

Figure 10. Lines indicate the predicted values of self-
esteem across the full range of participants’ gut 
preferences for A over B. Error bands indicate 95% CIs. 
Predictions derive from the fixed portion of a linear 
mixed model that included a random intercept 
permitted to vary across attitude pairs. 

teraction term, indicating the extent to which attitude-in-
consistent feelings were more or less predictive of partici-
pants’ self-esteem. Above, we found that participants’ gut 
feelings and identity-central attitudes often diverge with-
out any relation to self-esteem. We find that these incon-
sistencies are also unrelated to self-esteem when attitudes 
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Table 7. Predicting Self-Esteem from Gut Feelings and Identity Central Attitudes 

Outcome: Self-Esteem Attitude Target A Attitude Target B 

b (se) p b (se) p 

Fixed Effects 

Attitude Identity Centrality -0.01 0.472 -0.01 0.643 

(0.02) (0.01) 

Gut Feelings about Target 0.004 0.691 -0.01 0.484 

(0.01) (0.01) 

Attitude IDC x Gut Feelings 0.004* 0.046 0.004† 0.080 

(0.002) (0.002) 

Constant 4.58*** <0.001 4.66*** <0.001 

(0.06) 0.06 

Random Effects σ2 (se) σ2 (se) 

σ2 (Intercept across attitude pairs) <0.01 (<0.001) <0.01 (<0.001) 

σ2 (Random slope for Attitude IDC) <0.01 (<0.001) <0.01 (<0.001) 

σ2 (Random slope for Gut Feelings) <0.01 (-) <0.01 (<0.001) 

σ2 (Random slope for A IDC x GF) <0.01 (<0.001) <0.01 (.003) 

Log-likelihood -11,643 -11,672 

Wald χ2 (degrees freedom) 46.18*** (3) 16.88*** (3) 

N Level-1 units (participants) 8,534 8,549 

N Level-2 units (attitude pairs) 95 95 

Estimates derive from the two multi-level linear models depicted in Figure 9, each of which included random slopes and intercepts that varied across attitude stimuli. Stata 17 was 
sometimes unable to estimate standard errors for the variance in slopes and intercepts across stimuli, most likely because of the near-0 estimated variance in parameters across stim-
uli. 
(†p < 0.10. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.) 

Figure 9. Lines indicate the predicted values of self-esteem across the full range of participants’ gut feelings. 
Error bands indicate 95% CIs. Predictions derive from the fixed portion of two separate linear mixed models, 
each of which included random slopes and intercepts that varied across attitude pairs. 
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Table 8. Predicting Self-Esteem from Gut Preferences and Implicit Identification with Attitude Target 

Outcome: Self-Esteem 

b (se) p 

Implicit Identification with A over B -0.009 0.836 

(0.044) 

Gut Preference for A over B 0.009 0.140 

(0.006) 

Implicit ID x Gut Preference 0.016 0.125 

(0.010) 

Constant 4.68*** <0.001 

(0.02) 

Random Effects σ2 (se) 

σ2 (Intercept across attitude pairs) <0.01 (<0.001) 

σ2 (Random slope for Implicit ID) <0.01 (<0.001) 

σ2 (Random slope for Gut Preference) <0.01 (<0.001) 

σ2 (Random slope for I ID x Gut Pref) <0.01 (<0.001) 

Log-likelihood -2,893 

Wald χ2 (degrees freedom) 5.88 (3) 

N Level-1 units (participants) 2,085 

N Level-2 units (attitude pairs) 95 

Estimates derive from the multi-level linear model depicted in Figure 10, which included random slopes and intercepts that varied across attitude pairs. (†p < 0.10. *p < 0.05. **p < 
0.01. ***p < 0.001.) 

are moralized, important, extreme, or certain. The critical 
interaction was non-significant in 21 of the 24 models pre-
dicting self-esteem from moralized attitudes,15 in all 6 mod-
els predicting self-esteem from attitude importance, in 4 
of the 6 models predicting self-esteem from attitude cer-
tainty,16 and in all 6 models predicting self-esteem from at-
titude extremity. 

Discussion 
Summary of Results 

Our analyses yielded three key results. First, our descrip-
tive analyses suggest that the attitudes that people perceive 
to be matters of right and wrong are extraordinarily diverse. 
Some participants saw room for debate concerning atti-
tudes and behavior that most people would consider to be 
unequivocally moral. For example, a handful of participants 
“agreed” or “strongly agreed” that “Because of my personal 
values, I believe that making negative judgments about giv-
ing is acceptable” (6.3% of those who saw the question). At 
the same time, some participants passed stark judgment on 
some attitudes and behavior that most people would per-
ceive as matters of taste. For example, some participants 
“strongly agreed” that “Because of my personal values, I be-

lieve that making negative judgments about Harry Potter 
is unacceptable” (8.5% of participants who saw the ques-
tion). The descriptive statistics presented in Figure 4 illus-
trate this diversity. The end result is that there are probably 
very few (if any) attitudes or behaviors that all people would 
agree to be moral, immoral, or morally neutral. This diver-
sity is in its own right an interesting characteristic of moral 
psychology, but it also suggests that researchers interested 
in how people think and feel about morally charged stim-
uli cannot always safely assume that their participants will 
construe a given stimulus in moral (or non-moral) terms. 

Second, our results yield robust support for the Morality-
Identity hypothesis. We found that when participants per-
ceived their attitudes to be connected to their personal val-
ues, they were more likely to identify with those attitudes. 
They were also more likely to identify with the targets of 
those attitudes implicitly and explicitly (e.g., to see Harry 
Potter or Christians as part of their self-concept rather than 
to merely identify as someone who likes Harry Potter or 
Christians). This evidence is consistent with our prediction 
that people would perceive their idiosyncratic beliefs about 
right and wrong as a defining feature of who they are. 

Finally, our results yield weak and inconsistent support 
for the Identity Rubric hypothesis. We find that our partici-

The few exceptions were in the models predicting self-esteem from Item #2 (the belief that positive judgments are wrong) and attitudes/
feelings toward Target B. 

The exceptions were only present in models focused on responses to Target B and ran in a counter-intuitive direction, such that partici-
pants reported lower self-esteem when their gut feelings were inconsistent with relatively uncertain attitudes. 

15 

16 
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Table 9. Tests of Alternative “Rubrics” for Self-Esteem 

Rubric: Moralized Attitudes Rubric: Important Attitudes Rubric: Certain Attitudes Rubric: Extreme Attitudes 

Predictors in First Models Predictors in First Models Predictors in First Models Predictors in First Models 

Moralized Attitudes 
(Item 1, 2, 3, or 4) 

Attitude Importance Attitude Certainty Attitude Extremity 

Gut Feelings about Target Gut Feelings about Target Gut Feelings about Target Gut Feelings about Target 

Actual Feelings about Target Actual Feelings about Target Actual Feelings about Target 

Gut Feelings X Actual 
Feelings 

Gut Feelings X Actual 
Feelings 

Gut Feelings X Actual 
Feelings 

Moralized Atts x Gut 
Feelings 

Importance X Gut Feelings Certainty X Gut Feelings Extremity X Gut Feelings 

Importance X Actual 
Feelings 

Certainty X Actual Feelings Extremity X Actual Feelings 

Importance X Gut X Actual Certainty X Gut X Actual Extremity X Gut X Actual 

Predictors in Second Model Predictors in Second Model Predictors in Second Model Predictors in Second Model 

[Predictors in Initial Model] [Predictors in Initial Model] [Predictors in Initial Model] [Predictors in Initial Model] 

Target Identity Centrality Target Identity Centrality Target Identity Centrality Target Identity Centrality 

Target IDC X Gut Feelings Target IDC X Gut Feelings Target IDC X Gut Feelings Target IDC X Gut Feelings 

Predictors in Third Model Predictors in Third Model Predictors in Third Model Predictors in Third Model 

[Predictors in Initial Model] [Predictors in Initial Model] [Predictors in Initial Model] [Predictors in Initial Model] 

Attitude Identity Centrality Attitude Identity Centrality Attitude Identity Centrality Attitude Identity Centrality 

Attitude IDC X Gut Feelings Attitude IDC X Gut Feelings Attitude IDC X Gut Feelings Attitude IDC X Gut Feelings 

Note. Entries indicate the predictors we used to investigate how participants evaluated themselves when their spontaneous affective reactions contradicted attitudes that were impor-
tant, extreme, certain, or moralized (vs. identity-central). The outcome in every model is participants’ self-esteem. All models allowed slopes and intercepts to vary randomly across 
attitude stimuli (unless models failed to converge, in which case we only allowed the intercept to vary). 
“Actual feelings” were omitted from models including the moralized attitude measure because unlike the AIID measures of importance, certainty, and extremity, “actual feelings” are 
effectively “baked in” to the AIID measures of moralized attitudes and identity centrality. 

pants did not consistently evaluate themselves on the basis 
of whether their gut feelings were consistent with the “ac-
tual” attitudes that they cherish as defining features of their 
identity. Our first analysis found some evidence suggestive 
of this phenomenon; when participants reported negative 
gut feelings about targets with which they identified, they 
also reported slightly lower self-esteem. However, this may 
be because negative gut feelings about identity-central tar-
gets are, in and of themselves, negative gut feelings about 
the self. For example, negative gut feelings about Christians, 
Jews, European Americans, and African Americans could 
easily translate to negative self-evaluations among people 
who are themselves Christian, Jewish, European American, 
or African American—regardless of whether they think it is 
morally “wrong” or “acceptable” to judge people from these 
groups positively. Other models were more directly incon-
sistent with our predictions. When participants reported 
negative gut feelings about targets that they thought they 
ought to like, their reported self-esteem was almost iden-
tical to that of participants whose gut feelings and explicit 
attitudes were perfectly consistent. We observed a similar 
null effect for implicit identification with targets and for 
every other indicator of attitude strength that we analyzed. 
Participants generally did not have lower self-esteem when 
their gut feelings were inconsistent with moralized, impor-
tant, certain, or extreme attitudes. 

Based on these findings, our initial theory requires sig-
nificant revision. We hypothesized that moralized attitudes 
inform self-evaluation because they structure individuals’ 

self-concepts. Although we did find that moralized attitudes 
were relatively central to participants’ identities (consistent 
with the Morality-Identity hypothesis), we found little if 
any connection between participants’ self-esteem and the 
extent to which their gut feelings were consistent with 
those attitudes. Participants did not report feeling mean-
ingfully worse about themselves when they were attracted 
to things they believed they shouldn’t like or repulsed by 
things they believed they ought to accept. 

Limitations 

That said, our study has several limitations that compli-
cate this test of our theory. 

Mixed evidence for key measures’ validity. The evidence 
from our validity study was mixed and weaker than we had 
anticipated. The most widely used measure of attitude mor-
alization (moral conviction) only sometimes predicted re-
sponses to the AIID items. For one item, the relation was 
what we predicted for both positive and negative attitudes, 
though those relations were weak. For the other three 
items, the relation was only present either for positive or 
negative attitudes. We encountered similar problems with 
the AIID measures of attitude identity centrality. Despite 
this limitation, we remain confident in our conclusions for 
three reasons. 

First, despite evidence that some measures were more 
valid than others and more or less valid for positive versus 
negative attitudes, we find no evidence that our results de-
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pended on which AIID items we used to assess attitude 
moralization or attitude identity centrality. Second, al-
though the measures we used to assess the validity of the 
AIID items are certainly more widely used and better es-
tablished as measures of the target constructs, they are still 
just measures, not perfect reflections of the constructs of 
interest. Given that the AIID measures each make explicit 
reference to their respective target constructs (e.g., “per-
sonal values,” decisions about what is “wrong” or “accept-
able,” whether reactions are “important to” and “inconsis-
tent with” the “self-concept”), these measures may capture 
aspects of moralization and identity centrality that other 
measures do not. Finally, we found converging evidence for 
our conclusions with analyses that does not rely on the AIID 
measures. To do this, we used the validation study to con-
duct an additional un-pre-registered test of the Morality-
Identity hypothesis. Our theory would predict that Skitka 
and colleagues’ moral conviction measure would be related 
to Luhtanen and Crocker’s (1992) measure of identity cen-
trality for the 20 attitude targets in this study. It was (b = 
0.32, 95% CI: [0.27, 0.37], p < 0.001), even controlling for the 
effect of importance. In addition, the analyses described in 
Table 9 suggest that alternative measures of moralization 
or identification would probably not yield any stronger sup-
port for the Identity Rubric hypothesis. Participants’ self-
esteem was basically unmoved regardless of how severely 
their gut feelings contradicted certain, important, extreme, 
“identity-central,” or “moralized” attitudes. Even if we have 
failed to find a direct, precise measure of moralization or 
identity centrality, surely at least one of these indices of 
attitude strength would at least be correlated with such a 
measure. If the Identity Rubric hypothesis were true, then, 
it seems unlikely that all of these tests would be so uni-
formly null. 

Still, our validity study offers an important caveat for 
our own and future work. We cannot safely assume that 
when people say that their attitude is moral or important to 
who they are, they will also say that the opposite attitude 
is immoral or anathema to their self-concept. Although we 
might say people “moralize” an attitude when they judge 
it to be desirable, acceptable, or wrong, these judgments 
probably do not lie along a single dimension. 

Narrow threats to the self and a broad measure of self-
esteem. In hindsight, our predictions may have presumed 
self-esteem to be too fragile. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
scale is intended to measure self-esteem as a global trait. 
Meanwhile, we analyzed participants’ gut feelings and atti-
tudes toward only one or two targets. Contradictions so nar-
row and specific may be insufficient to impact global trait-
level self-esteem in a meaningful way. 

On the one hand, narrower measures of self-esteem 
might prove to be more malleable. People’s thoughts and 
behavior during a particular event or time period might af-
fect how they feel about themselves during that specific 
time. On the other hand, more frequent, numerous, or 
chronically salient contradictions between people’s gut 
feelings and the attitudes they believe to be appropriate 
might have a stronger impact on self-esteem than the one 
or two attitudes we were able to assess. 

Some scholars have conducted experiments to confront 
participants with moral failures and trace their impact on 

self-evaluations (see Wojciszke, 2005). These participants 
often end these experiments feeling just fine. These results 
are consistent with decades of social-psychological research 
have documented individuals’ capacity to rationalize their 
behaviors and what they might consider to be failures to 
practice what they preach, and scholars have often argued 
that the point of this rationalization is to protect people’s 
positive self-images (e.g., Aronson, 1969; Kunda, 1990). 

Small wonder, then, that slight divergences between “gut 
feelings” and “actual” attitudes in a single attitude domain 
failed to leave a dent in our participants’ self-esteem. Our 
study leaves open the possibility that some attitude-incon-
sistent feelings or behavior may be more uncomfortable 
than others, and that measures of more specific or shorter-
term self-evaluation might be more likely to change in the 
wake of these behaviors. Future work might find that when 
people behave in ways that are clearly at odds with multiple 
important, moralized, or identity-central attitudes, they 
briefly feel worse about themselves. 

Correlational Design. We have tested a multi-step causal 
framework with a correlational dataset, which cannot per-
mit strong causal inferences. For example, we cannot know 
whether people come to identify with certain attitudes be-
cause they see them in moral terms, moralize attitudes be-
cause they are central to their identity, or come to moralize 
and identify with their attitudes simultaneously as a part 
of some larger process. The reality is probably a combina-
tion of these possibilities. For example, someone may come 
to identify with their pro-choice attitude because they see 
abortion access as a moral issue and also come to moral-
ize their attitude toward Britney Spears, 50 Cent, or Harry 
Potter because they identify as a fan. Regardless, our evi-
dence suggests that these processes are connected. At the 
same time, the latter part of the model proposed in Figure 1 
is now less plausible, as our correlational evidence was in-
consistent with the Identity Rubric hypothesis. 

Conclusion 

Our goal with the present study was to clarify the nature 
and function of moralized attitudes and their role in self-
evaluation. Existing research indicates that people evaluate 
others based on their morality and that people are moti-
vated to preserve a moral self-image, but it is less clear 
whether people evaluate themselves positively or nega-
tively based on to the extent to which they embody the 
idiosyncratic moral self-image to which they aspire. We di-
rectly tested this possibility. We find that although people 
see their moralized attitudes as a defining feature of who 
they are, that does not mean that they evaluate themselves 
more negatively when their spontaneous affective reactions 
are inconsistent with those attitudes. 

At the same time, our findings reveal some uncertainties 
that future work might investigate. First, our validation 
study suggests that beliefs about what is “acceptable” do 
not precisely mirror beliefs about what is “wrong,” and we 
did not measure or analyze any data about what partici-
pants believe to be “right” or morally desirable. Future ef-
forts investigating how and whether people moralize their 
attitudes could explicitly examine the processes by which 
people moralize positive and negative attitudes and by 
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which people come to decide that either type of attitude is 
right, wrong, or merely acceptable. Second, our investiga-
tion leaves the possibility that attitude-inconsistent feel-
ings could impact self-esteem in ways that we might observe 
if we considered shorter-term fluctuations in self-esteem 
or instances in which individuals’ feelings (or behaviors!) 
betrayed their ostensible values more strongly, more fre-
quently, or more blatantly. Finally, our cross-sectional 
study cannot reveal how people come to develop their moral 
beliefs or come to identify with their attitudes over time. 
Longitudinal or experimental work that examines a larger 
variety of attitudes within individuals and measures more 
dynamic and specific fluctuations in self-evaluation could 
help advance our knowledge in these areas. 

For now, however, our findings suggest that trait-level 
self-esteem is relatively resilient to attitude-inconsistent 
gut feelings. Even in identity-central domains, people may 
rationalize or ignore their attitude-inconsistent feelings to 
protect their self-esteem. We did not find evidence that 
people feel worse about themselves when they fall short of 
who they think they ought to be. 
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Appendix A: Validation Study Questionnaire 

Implicit Identification IAT 

We will use the same verbal and visual stimuli and the 
same scoring procedure as the original AIID dataset for all 
stimulus pairs. See https://osf.io/pcjwf/ for documentation 
and see below for possible stimulus pairs. 

Explicit Attitudes 

How positive or negative do you feel towards [A/B]? 
Response options: 
1 – Strongly negative, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 – Strongly 

positive 

AIID Moralized Attitudes 

Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
negative judgments about [A/B] is wrong. 

Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
positive judgments about [A/B] is wrong. (reverse-scored) 

Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
negative judgments about [A/B] is acceptable. (reverse-
scored) 

Because of my personal values, I believe that making 
positive judgments about [A/B] is acceptable. 

Response options: 1 = Strongly disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = 
Slightly disagree 4 = Slightly agree 5 = Agree 6 = Strongly 
agree 

AIID Attitude Identity Centrality 

Being rejecting of A/B is inconsistent with my self-con-
cept. 

Being accepting of A/B is inconsistent with my self-con-
cept. (reverse-scored) 

*Being rejecting of A/B is consistent with my self-con-
cept. (reverse-scored) 

*Being accepting of A/B is consistent with my self-con-
cept. 

Response options: 1 = Strongly disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = 
Slightly disagree 4 = Slightly agree 5 = Agree 6 = Strongly 
agree 

*Due to a transcription error on our part, two attitude IDC 
items differed from their original wording in the AIID question-
naire. In our validation study, Items 3 and 4 asked participants 
whether rejecting or accepting A/B was “consistent with [their] 

self-concept.” The original AIID asked whether rejecting or ac-
cepting A/B was “important to [their] self-concept.” 

AIID Target Identity Centrality 

How much is A/B part of your self-concept? 
1 = None at all [sic; this was the response label originally 

used in the AIID], 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6 = Very much 

Standard Measure of Attitude Moralization 
(Moral Conviction; Skitka & Morgan, 2014) 

To what extent are your feelings about [A/B] a reflection 
of your core moral beliefs and convictions? 

To what extent are your feelings about [A/B] connected 
to your beliefs about fundamental right and wrong? 

To what extent are your feelings about [A/B] based on 
moral principle? 

To what extent are your feelings about [A/B] a moral 
stance? 

Response options: Not at all, Slightly, Moderately, Much, 
and Very much 

Standard Measure of Attitude Identity Centrality 
(modified from Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992) 

Overall, my feelings about [target] have very little to do 
with how I feel about myself. 

My feelings about [target] are an important reflection of 
who I am. 

My feelings about [target] are important to my sense of 
what kind of person I am. 

Response options: 1 = Strongly disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = 
Slightly disagree 4 = Slightly agree 5 = Agree 6 = Strongly 
agree 

Attitude Importance (modified from Boninger et 
al., 1995) 

How important to you are your feelings about [A/B]? 
Response options: Not at all important, Slightly impor-

tant, Somewhat important, Important, Very important 
How deeply do you care about [A/B]? 
Response options: Not at all, Slightly, Somewhat, Quite a 

bit, Very deeply 
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